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ABSTRACT 
A noncore square matrix is one whose unique core nilpotent decomposition does 
not exclusively consist of the core part. If the core part is idempotent, the matrix itself 
is called quasiidempotent. This paper makes a brief survey of these and other noncore 
matrices and their properties. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1996 
1. QUASIIDEMPOTENT MATRICES 
For a square matrix A of order n defined on an arbitrary field 9, its 
index S(A) is the smallest positive integer d satisfying the rank condition 
Rank A” = Rank A”+ ‘. (I.11 
Square matrices of index 1 are also called Core matrices. It is known that 
every square matrix A has the unique representation 
A = C, + NA 
where C, is core, NA is nilpotent, and 
C,N, = NACA = 0 
(see e.g. [lo, p. 931). Further S(A) = &N,). 
(1.2) 
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assumption of disjointness is seen to be implicit under (a) of Theorem 1.3, 
since 
Rank( Q1 + Qs) = tr( Q1 + Qz) = tr Q1 + tr Qs = Rank Q1 + Rank Qs. 
If exploited, this condition leads to a much simpler proof of (a) * (b) than 
hitherto recorded. Note that (a) together with Qf = Qi (i = 1,2) * QIQz + 
QzQl = 0 =a QlQz = QzQ1 = 0 on account of disjointness. In fact, virtual 
disjointness of column spans (or of row spans) would have sufficed. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let Q1 and Qs be disjoint quasiidempotent matrices of 
in&x 2 each, and Q1 + Qz be quasiidempotent of index 2. Then 
(Ql - Qf)(Qs - Qi)=(Qz - Q;)(Ql - Q;) = 0, (l-5) 
Ql(Qz - Qi)Ql= Qz( Ql - Qf)Q, = 0. (1.6) 
Proof. <Q1 + Qz)" = (Q1 + Q2j3, Q: = Qf, Q; = Q; * 
Since Q1 and Qs are disjoint, the column spans of Qi and Qs are virtually 
disjoint. Hence (1.7) implies 
The row spans of Q1 and Qs being virtually disjoint, for the same reason, 
from (1.8) and (1.9) we conclude 
QlQz = Q,Qz” + QfQc (1.10) 
QlQzQl = 0, (1.11) 
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QzQl = QzQ: + Q;QD (1.12) 
QzQlQz = 0. (1.13) 
Multiplying (1.10) to the left by Qi and (1.13) to the left by Qz and noting 
that Qf = Qz, Qi = Qi, and are led to (1.4). Since QfQi = 0, we may 
rewrite (1.10) as 
which in turn implies 
( QI - Qf )( Qz - Qi) = 0, 
from which, on account of (1.12) and (1.4), Equation (1.6) follows. 
REMARK 1. How close is Theorem 1.4 to establishing 
QlQz = QzQl = O? 
To see this, let us denote by Ci the core part Co, of Qi, and by Ni the 
nilpotent part (i = 1,2). Then Theorem 1.4 shows 
c,c, = c,c, = 0 
and N, N, = N, N, = 0. Thus 
QIQZ = CC, + N,)(C, + Nz) = C,N, + N,C,, 
and 
QzQl = CC, + N,)(C, + N,) = C,N, + NJ,. 
Equation (1.6) implies 
QlNzQ1 = 0 instead of QfN, and N,Q: being null matrices 
and 
Qz%Q, = 0 instead of Qi N, and N,Qi being null. 
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(C,N, + N&,)2 = C,N,C,N, + N,C,N,C, = 0 
and 
(C,N, + N2C1)” = C,N,C,N, + N2C,iv2C, = 0 
on account of (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6) 
2. THE MATRIX EQUATION (BX)‘-rB = (RX)‘23 
It is well known that if the matrix X satisfies the equation 
BXB = B (2.1) 
(i.e. if X is a g-inverse or an inner inverse of B), then BX and XB are both 
idempotent and of rank equal to Rank B. Conversely, if BX or XB is 
idempotent of rank equal to Rank B, then so is the other. Further, X is a 
g-inverse of B. 
Likewise, if the matrix X satisfies the equation 
XBx=X (2.2) 
(i.e. if X is an outer inverse of B), then BX and XB are both idempotent 
and of rank equal to Rank X. Conversely, if BX or XB is idempotent of rank 
equal to Rank X, then so is the other. Further, X is an outer inverse of B. 
The following theorems show similar connections between the solutions 
of equations 
(BX)rB =(BX)'+B (2.3) 
or 
(XB)rX=(XB)'-'X (2.4) 
and the quasiidempotent matrices. Here r is a given positive integer > 2. 
The proofs are fairly straightforward and therefore omitted. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Zf the matrix X satisfies the equation (2.31, then BX and 
XB are both quasiidempotent of index at most r and Rank( BXjr = 
Rank (XB)’ = Rank ( BX)r- ‘B. Conversely, if BX or XB is quasiidempotent 
of in& r and its r th power has the same rank as ( BX )‘- ‘B, then so is the 
other. Further X satisfies the equation (2.3). 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf the matrix X satisfies the equation (2.4), then BX and 
XB are both quasiidempotent of index at most r and Rank (BX)’ = 
Rank(XB)’ = Rank(XB)‘-lX. C onversely, if BX or XB is quasiidempotent 
of index r and its r th power has the same rank as (XB)‘- ‘X, then so is the 
other. Further, X satisfies the equation (2.4). 
The following theorem is more explicit in its description of the class of 
matrices X satisfying Equation (2.3). 
THEOREM 2.3. The matrix X satisfies Equation (2.3) iff X can be ex- 
pressed as X = Y + Z, where 
YBY = Y, (2.5) 
( BZ> ‘-‘B = 0, (2.6) 
BYBZB = BZBYB = 0, (2.7) 
Y and Z being arbitrary otherwise. 
Proof. “If’ part: Clearly Y satisfies Equation (2.31, i.e., 
(BY)‘-‘B = ( BY)rB. 
The conditions (2.6) and (2.7) ensure that 
[B(Y + z)]‘-‘B = (BY))‘-‘B, 
[ B(Y + Z)]23 = (BY)%, 
and in turn, on account of (2.3), it is seen that 
(2.8) 
[ B(Y + Z)]‘-lB = [ B(Y + Z)lrB. 
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“Only if’ part: Let X satisfy (2.3). Put Y = (XB)rX, 2 = X - (XB)‘X, 
and check that Y and 2 so defined obey the conditions (2.51, (2.6), and (2.7). 
In this verification we may have to explicitly use the fact that the matrix X 
obeys Equation (2.3). n 
The special case r = 2 in Equation (2.3) has received some attention on 
account of its connection with the distribution of quadratic forms in multi- 
variate normal variables. Note that the simplified form (BZB = 0) which the 
condition (2.6) assumes in this case makes the condition (2.7) redundant. See 
Theorem 4c in [4]. 
THEOREM 2.4. The matrix X satisfies Equation (2.4) iff X can be ex- 
pressed as X = Y + Z, where 
YBY = Y, (2.9) 
(ZB)‘_lZ = 0, (2.10) 
YBZ=ZBY = 0, (2.11) 
Y and Z being arbitrary otherwise. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is similar to that of Theorem 2.3. We omit the 
proof. 
For the special case of Theorem 2.4 corresponding to r = 2 one may 
refer to Lemma 4.3 in [8]. 
3. THE EQUATION BXBXB = BXB: STRUCTURE OF SOLUTIONS, 
EQUIVALENCE CLASSES 
It was seen in [9] that if Y is an outer inverse of B, and 
A = BYB, (3.1) 
then A <- B, or equivalently A is a rank decomposition matrix vis-&is I3 in 
the sense of Goller [3], that is, A satisfies the rank additivity condition 
Rank B = Rank A + Rank(B -A). (3.2) 
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Let 9s denote the set of all rank decomposition matrices with respect to B, 
or alternatively let 
~B=(~:~<-B}={~:~=~~~,YBY=Y}. (3.3) 
Then we have shown that 
{X:BXBXB=BXB} ={Y:YBY=Y} +{z:BZB=o} 
={Y+Z:YBY=Y,BZB=O) ={x:BXBEsaB}. 
(3.4) 
The solutions of the equation 
BXBXB = BXB (3.5) 
thus neatly fall in equivalence classes if two solutions X, and X, are defined 
to be equivalent (in symbols, X, N X,) whenever 
BX,B = BX,B. (3.6) 
The different equivalence classes thus correspond to distinct matrices A 
dominated by the matrix B in the minus order. It is generally customary to 
represent an equivalence class by a typical member of the same class. To 
simplify the selection here, we may for example restrict our choice to those 
members X which have the same rank as A, that is, for which 
Rank X = Rank BXB. (3.7) 
This in turn implies Rank BX = Rank XB = Rank X and permits cancel- 
lation of B on both sides of the equation 
BXBXB = BXB, (3.5) 
leading to the equation 
XBX=X. (3.8) 
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Thus to represent the equivalence class corresponding to a specific 
A ~9s one could choose from amongst the outer inverses of B belonging to 
the same equivalence class. We now satisfy ourselves that these outer inverses 
have indeed rank same as that of A: 
BXB = A a RankX>RankA. (3.9) 
Further, XBX = X j B E {X-) * (XB)’ = XB and Rank XB = Rank X. 
However, XB = XBXB = XA * Rank XB < Rank A. Hence 
Rank XB = Rank X = Rank A. (3.10) 
Since XA is idempotent, we conclude that X E {AT). Similarly, BX = 
BXBX = AX. This, together with XB = XA and X E {A,}, points to an 
altogether different role played by such an X in reassuring ourselves that A 
is indeed dominated by B in the minus order. Using Theorem 5.1 of [S], we 
are thus able to completely identify the outer inverses of B belonging to the 
equivalence class corresponding to A and obtain 
(X:XBX=X,BXB=AE.S~} ={B-AB-}. (3.11) 
Since B(2) = (X : XBX = X} C {X : BXBXB = BXB}, the intersection of an 
equivalence class of solutions of (3.5) with B(2) defines an equivalence class 
of outer inverses. Since {B-} = B{ 1) c {X : BXBXB = BXB), the same argu- 
ment, when repeated for the g-inverses, leads to an uninteresting equivalence 
class as B ESS~, and all the g-inverses are seen to cluster in a single 
equivalence class, namely the one corresponding to B. In [lo, p. 291 we 
adopted a somewhat different approach to define equivalence classes of 
g-inverses, where in two g-inverses G, and G, of B were said to be 
equivalent if 
BG, = BG,, G,B = G,B. (3.12) 
4. NILPOTENTS AS RANK DECOMPOSITION MATRICES 
THEOREM 4.1. Let B ~9”‘~~ be a nonnull matrix which is not propor- 
tional to an idempotent matrix. Then B dominates a nonnull nilpotent matrix 
in the minus order ( possibly many such). 
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Proof The premises imply that one of the following is true: Either (a) 
B2 = 0 or (b) B and B2 are linearly independent. In the former case, 
Theorem 4.1 is obviously true, since B is nonnull nilpotent and B dominates 
itself on account of the reflexivity of the partial order. In the latter case there 
exists a vector x’ such that x’B # 0 and x’B and x’B2 are linearly indepen- 
dent. Notice that a negation of this would mean that 
x'B#O =a x’B2 = h,x’B. (4.1) 
If A, = A independently of X, then one can actually claim that for all X, 
x’B2 = Ax’B, and by canceling x arrive at the contradictory conclusion 
B’ = AB. If on the contrary A, depends on x, suppose that 
x;B2 = A,x;B, x’,B2 = A,x:,B, A, # A,, x;B # 0, i = 1,2; (4.2) 
then not only are x; B and XL B linearly independent, but so are x’B and 
X’B2, where x’ = x’, + XL. Choose and fix such an n-tuple x. The equations 
x’By = 1, x’B2y = 0 (4.3) 
are thus consistent. Let y be a n-tuple satisfying these equations. Put 
A = Byx’B. Check that A2 = 0 and VB- 
AB-A = A (4.4) 
==a {B-} c{A-} - A <- B. (4.5) 
Clearly both x’B and By are nonnull. n 
For a similar result concerning domination of a nonnull idempotent 
matrix see Theorem 3.1 in [5]. Since an idempotent matrix dominates in the 
minus order only another matrix of its kind, the exclusion clause in the 
present Theorem 4.1 is clearly necessary. 
5. NILPOTENCE UNDER RANK SUBTRACTIVITY 
In view of the property of an idempotent matrix just stated it is tempting 
to ask if a weaker version of the same result would be true for nilpotent 
matrices. Let A and B be square matrices of the same order such that 
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Rank(A + B) = Rank A + Rank B. Then does 
A’=O, (A+B)t=O for a positive integer t (5.1) 
imply 
B” = 0 for some positive integer s not necessarily equal to t ? (5.2) 
THEOREM 5.1. Under the stated rank condition, (5.1) * (5.2) $ t = 2 
or 3. The implication need not be true if t 2 4. 
Proof. t = 2: The rank condition implies 
A( A) UM( B) cM( A + B), A( A’) ud( B’) c.l( A’ + B’). 
Hence (A + B)’ = 0 * B( A + B)-( A + B)2( A + B)-B = B2 = 0. 
t = 3: Arguing as in the case t = 2, we observe that (A + Bj3 = 0 * 
(a) B(A + B)B = 0, 
(b) B(A + B)A = 0. 
(c) A(A + B)B = 0, 
(d) A( A + B)A = 0. 
Since A3 = 0, (d) shows ABA = 0. Hence (a) * BABA + B3A = B3A = 0. 
Appealing to (a) once more, we observe 
B3AB + B5 = B5 = 0. 
We now provide a counterexample for the case t = 4. Let 
(5.3) 
I 
0 0 00’ 
A= _; _f _; ; , B- 
0 0 00) I 
0 0 001 
-1 -1 -1 0 
2 2 10’ 
0 0 10, 
Check that 
RankA=l, Rank B = 2, Rank( A + B) = 3, 
A2 = 0 * A4 = 0, (A + B)4 = 0. 
Check also that B is a core matrix. 
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REMARK 2. The following example shows that two rank additive core 
matrices may add upto a nilpotent matrix. Consider 
Here A is not only a core nonnull matrix, but is in fact idempotent. 
6. NONCORE OUTER INVERSES 
THEOREM 6.1. Every nonnull square singular matrix G is the reflexive 
g-inverse of at least one matrix A of index > 1. 
Proof. The claim made is trivial if G is itself of index > 1. Here the 
Scroggs-Ode11 pseudoinverse of G is one such choice of A [ll]. If G is of 
index 1, write 
G=T-’ D;l ; T, 
i 1 
where D is a nonsingular matrix of order r = Rank G. Use the rank 
factorization to express 0’ as the sum of r components, each of rank 1. Let 
-ab’ be one such component, so that 
Check that 




= Rank D = r 
while 
Rank 
Check that when the matrix G is of order (r + l), G is a reflexive g-inverse 
of the matrix 
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A is clearly of index > 1 by construction. For matrices G of larger order, 
additional null rows and columns have to be inserted as the last rows and 
columns of the partitioned matrix in parenthesis to ensure multiplication by 
T-l and T possible. n 
7. DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS FOR THE CLASS OF 
GENERALIZED INVERSES OF A MATRIX 
Theorem 4.9.2 in [lo] provides an interesting decomposition theorem for 
the class of g-inverses of a square matrix. Presented below is a modified 
version of the same theorem. Let A = C, @ NA be the core nilpotent 
decomposition of a square matrix A, and {Ni& be the class of generalized 
inverses of NA obeying the additional conditions 
NA NiCA = C, N;NA = C, NiCA = 0. (74 
The following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 7.1. 
WI = &A#} + W‘iL’ (7.2) 
The object of this section is to clear up the mystery that surrounds 
Theorem 7.1, and to point out that Theorem 7.1 is one of several similar 
theorems one could prove restating the premises in terms of various well- 
known g-based partial orders [6]. Some specific examples are discussed 
below. Let A, A,, A, EF’“, A = A, + A,, A, be core, and 
A, <#A. (7.3) 
Further let (Ai& be the class of g-inverses of A, obeying the additional 
conditions 
A,A;A, = A,A,A, = A,A,A, = 0. (7.4) 
We first show that the class {A,}, is nonempty, for which note that (7.3) * 
ATA, =A,Af =0 0 A,A, =A,A, =O. Put P=A,A: =A: =A:A, 
and Q = Z - P. Since QA,Q = A,, Q(QA2Q>-Q is seen to be a member of 
{A,),. We shall now prove Theorem 7.2. This leads to Theorem 7.1 as a 
simple corollary. 
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THEOREM 7.2. Under the conditions stated abozje 
b-1 = {A:} + bG)c 
Proof. Choose and fuc an arbitrary g-inverse A _ of A. Put M = A - 
A:. Then A, <#A 3 A, <-A = A = A, @ A, =S (A-) C {A;) n 
{A.,) =j 
A,A-A, = A,(M + A:)As = A,MA, = A, (whence M E {A,}), 
AsMA, = Az( A-- A:)A, = A,A-A, = 0. 
ArMA, = A,(A-- A:)Ap = A,A-A, = 0, 
ArMA, = Ar( A-- A:)A, = A, A-A, - A, A:A, = A, - A, = 0. 
Thus M E { A2}c. Note that A, A- A, = A, A-A, = 0 follows from A, <- 
A, (see Theorem 1.1 in [5]). 
Conversely, choose and fix an arbitrary g-inverse Ai in { A2}c, and by 
direct multiplication verify 
(A, + A,)( A: + A,)( A, + A,) = A, + A,. n 
To state Theorem 7.2 in a some what broader setting, let us recapitulate 
the definition of a g-based partial order [6]. Let g denote a map from TX II 
to 9, the power set of subsets of Fxrn, such that for each matrix A in 
TX ” its image .Y( A) is a subset of {A-}. For a pair of matrices A, B in 
9 mXn, we write 
A ? B (7.5) 
if for some A- E S’(A) 
(B-A)A-=O, A-(B -A) =O. (7.6) 
Let us assume that the map S’ satisfies the required conditions so that (7.5) 
defines a partial order on F x “. 
Let A, A, be a specific pair of matrices in TX” such that A, <r A, and 
as in Theorem 7.3 below A, a specific choice of A, E S( A,) satisfying 
(7.6). Further, put A, = A - A,, and let ( A21c be the class of g-inverses of 
A, obeying the additional conditions (7.4). Note that even though superfi- 
cially the conditions (7.4) appear to be independent of .Y, g is very much 
present in the definition of A, and A,. The following result could be 
established on the same lines as Theorem 7.2. 
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THEOREM 7.3. {A-) = A, + { A;},. 
For other interesting decompositions of the class of g-inverses of a matrix 
see [6]. 
8. COMMUTING g-INVERSES 
THEOREM 8.1. Let A EST”‘” and A, ~9~. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(a) 3A- 3 A, and A- commute; 
(b) A, is core and 
(A-A,)A,=A,(A-A,) =O. (8.1) 
Proof. Put A, = A - A,. Choose and fix (A-), E (A-1. Since A = 
A,CBA,, it is seen that (A-),A,(A-)&A;) and (A-),A,(A-),A,= 
0, A,( A-),, A,(A-), = 0. Hence by Theorem 7.3 
{A-) = (A-),A,(A-)a + {A,), (8.2) 
where { A,}c is as defined in (7.4). This shows that for an arbitrary g-inverse 
A-, 
A-A, = (A&AZ, A,A-= A,( A,), (8.3) 
for some (A,), E {A,lC. 




A, = A,( &),A, = A;( A&,, 
SO that &A,) c&A:), and A, is core. Further, since (A2)0 E {A,)c, 
using (7.4) we conclude 
A,A, = A,( A,),A,A, = A;( A&A, = 0, 
A,A, = A,A,( A,),A, = A,( A,),,A; = 0. 
Thus (a) * (b). 
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(b) * (a): Conversely, if(b) holds, it is easy to check by direct multiplica- 
tion that 
(A-),A,(A_), +A: E (A-}, 
where A: is the group inverse of A (Englefield [l], Erdelyi [2]), the unique 
reflexive g-inverse of A, commuting with A,. For this verification we make 
use of the fact that the row and column spans of A$ are contained in those of 
A,. Check further that 
[(A-),A,(A-), + A;] A, = A;A,, 
A,[(A-)cA(A-),I + A;] = A,A:. 
Since At A, = A, AX 2’ 
[(A-),4( A-), + A:] A2 = A,[Wh4(A-)0 + A:]. 
Thus (b) * (a>. w 
Recall that the sharp order denoted by <# is a F-based partial order 
and 9(A) = (A’) if A is core, = 9 otherwise [6]. 
Theorem 8.2 now follows as a corollary to Theorem 8.1. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let A E Px n and A = A, @ A, as in Theorem 8.1. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) 3A- 3 A, and A- commute; 
(b) A, is core, and 
A, <# C, 
where C, denotes the core part of A. 
Proof. (a) * (b): We pick up the thread from the proof of the corre- 
sponding part in Theorem 8.1. Therein we have already established that A, 
is core and 
A,A, = A,A, = 0. (8.1) 
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Since A, = CA1 @ N*, and A = A, $ A,, we observe that 
Rank A = Rank A, + Rank A, = Rank C,, + Rank N*, + Rank A, 
= Rank( CA1 + A,) + Rank NA,. 
Further, since the row and column spans of CA1 are contained in those of 
A,, (8.1) implies 
C,,A, = A&,, = 0 (S-5) 
and in turn (CA, + A,j2 = CA”, @ A:. Thus 
Rank (CA, + A,)2 = Rank Ci, + Rank AZ 
= Rank C,, + Rank A, = Rank(C,, + A,). 
This shows that CA1 + A, is a core matrix and (CA1 + A,)N,, = N,I(CA1 + 
A,) = 0. Uniqueness of the core-nilpotent decomposition therefore implies 
C, = CA, +A,, N/, = NA,, 
(8.6) 
(C, - A,)Af = A;@, -A,) = 0 
on account of (8.5). Thus (a> * (b). 
(b) + (a>: A, <# C, * 
A, NA = A,C;C, NA = 0, NAA2 = N,C,C,A, = 0. (8.7) 
Further A$(C, - A,) = 0 * A,(c, - A,) = (A,)~A:(C, - A,) = 
O(C, - A,)A; = 0 * (C, - A,)A, = (C, - A2)At(A2)2 = 0. Using 
(8.6), we conclude 
(A-A2)A2=(N,+C,-A,)A,=O, 
A2( A - A,) = A,( NA + C, - A,) = 0. 
Thus (b) * (a) follows from the corresponding part of Theorem 8.1. n 
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REMARK 3. From the proof of Theorem 8.1 it is clear that the general 
solution to a g-inverse of A commuting with A, is given by 
(A-),4( A-h + 4. (83) 
where Ai is an arbitrary g-inverse of A, satisfying the conditions 
A,A;= A,A;, A,A, = A;A, (8.9) 
in addition to (7.4). Since A: satisfies these conditions as well, it is possible 
to rewrite the general solution (8.8) as 
(A-),A,( A-)~ + A: + X, (8.10) 
where X is the general solution to the homogeneous equations 
A,X = 0, xA,=o, A,XA, = 0. (8.11) 
The other conditions in (7.4) are automatically true, since (8.9) implies 
A,X = 0, XA, = 0. (8.12) 
Put P, = A, A; = A: A,, and observe that 
Pz( A-)&( A-),, = (A-),&( A-),P, = 0, 
since the parallel sum of a pair of disjoint matrices A,, A, is 
A,( A, + A,) - A, = A2( A, + A2) - A, = 0. 
(Refer to Theorem 1.1 in [5].) 
Thus (I - P,XA-),A,(A~),(Z - Pz> = (A-),A,(A-),. Check that 
(I - Pz> A: = A:( I - P,) = 0 while (I - P,)X( I - Pz> = X with refer- 
ence to the general solution (8.10). Similar expressions with reference to the 
representation for {A-) may not necessarily correspond to an identity trans- 
formation. Nevertheless Y = (I - P,)X(Z - Pz> satisfies (8.11), thus result- 
ing in a certain amount of superfluity but no damage. We are led to the 
following general solution for a g-inverse of A commuting with A,: 
{A; + (I - P,)A-(I -P,)}. (8.13) 
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Compare this with the expression given in Equation (14) of [7]. It is seen that 
if SC,< A) denotes the class of g-inverses of A which commute with the core 
part C, of A, then the map 
induces a partial order on ST”“‘, and this partial order extends the sharp 
order to all matrices in 9”’ “, not necessarily core [7]. Further if S’,(A) is 
defined likewise for a rank decomposition matrix A, of A, which requires 
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